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How to Hide an Empire
The Yellow Kid is the mischievous street urchin who took NY & the whole country
by storm at the end of the 19th cent. He's the popular comic character created by
Richard Felton Outcault who was the prize in a battle between the greatest
newspaper titans of the Gilded Age, Joseph Pulitzer of the NY WorldÓ & William
Randolph Hearst of the NY Journal.Ó The Yellow Kid's smiling face & yellow
nightshirt appeared on thousands of books, toys, magazines, cookie tins, bars of
soap, & myriad other products in Victorian homes. He was the star of the first
comic strip. This volume reprints the entire comic strip for the first time since its
original appearance in 1895-1898. A lengthy intro., illustrated with photos &
drawings, discusses the Yellow Kid comic & its era.

Tender Is the Flesh
An incisive examination of the world's most respected paper, Behind the Times
tells the story of changing Timesian values and of a new era for the paper—a tale
of editorial struggles, star columnists and critics, institutional self-importance, and
the political and cultural favorites of the Times' owners and editors. Taking the
reader inside the Times' newsrooms and executive offices, Diamond offers an
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expert, insider's appraisal of how the Times and its editors continue to shape
coverage of major public events for over one million readers. Diamond goes behind
the scenes to recount the paper's recent and much heralded plan to win larger
audiences and hold on to its dominant position in the new media landscape of
celebrity journalism and hundred-channel television. "Edwin Diamond's Behind the
Times sets the Paper of Record straight—a fascinating look at the people and
policies, the dissension and debate behind the seemingly serene masthead of the
New York Times. No newsroom is a Garden of Eden, and only the rare reporter
wears a halo: the Times, not surprisingly, is an imperfect place. But Edwin Diamond
is careful to note the triumph as well as the turmoil at this great American
newspaper. The result is a window on the changing world of journalism
today."—Dan Rather

The Yellow Wall Paper
Working at the local processing plant, Marcos is in the business of slaughtering
humans—though no one calls them that anymore. His wife has left him, his father
is sinking into dementia, and Marcos tries not to think too hard about how he
makes a living. After all, it happened so quickly. First, it was reported that an
infectious virus has made all animal meat poisonous to humans. Then
governments initiated the “Transition.” Now, eating human meat—“special
meat”—is legal. Marcos tries to stick to numbers, consignments, processing. Then
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one day he’s given a gift: a live specimen of the finest quality. Though he’s aware
that any form of personal contact is forbidden on pain of death, little by little he
starts to treat her like a human being. And soon, he becomes tortured by what has
been lost—and what might still be saved.

Yellow Journalism
Widely considered to bet one of the first, if not the first comic strip in North
America, Outcault wrote and drew the comic for the powerful Pulitzer and Hearst
newspapers from 1895-1898. The Yellow Kid's popularity rose to previously
unheard of heights and is thought to be the first character to be widely
merchandised.

The Searchlight
"Most notable among Hearst's competitors was The World, owned and managed by
a Jewish immigrant named Joseph Pulitzer. In The Yellow Journalism, David R.
Spencer describes how the evolving culture of Victorian journalism was shaped by
the Yellow Press. He details how these two papers and others exploited scandal,
corruption, and crime among New York's most influential citizens and its most
desperate inhabitants - a policy that made this "journalism of action" remarkably
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effective, not just as a commercial force but also as an advocate for the city's poor
and defenseless."--BOOK JACKET.

The Influence of Sea Power Upon History, 1660-1783
From managing email to building a social media presence, making smart use of
technology is essential to professional success in a digital world. But using all these
tools can quickly lead to digital overload. In this comprehensive guide from social
media expert Alexandra Samuel, you’ll find out how to use the social web to
achieve your professional goals—without letting it overwhelm you. Find out what
social media power users do to: • Tame the email backlog and focus on the
messages that matter most • Build professional relationships that advance your
career using Twitter and LinkedIn • Increase your professional visibility online by
using HootSuite to schedule social media updates • Keep your most important
work front-and-center with a digital notetaking system • Integrate these tools to
get the most out of each one, and make them even more powerful together

The Yellow Journalism
Charles Edward Russell was a muckraking journalist who exposed the dark
underside of America's class system at the turn of the 20th century. The scandals
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he revealed through investigative reporting led to some of the most important and
largest reform efforts of the period, in areas such as housing, prisons, and race
reform. A Pulitzer Prize winner, author of 27 books, and a founder of the NAACP,
Russell has nonetheless faded from public view. In this book, Robert Miraldi
restores him to his rightful place in history. Miraldi's biography of Russell sheds
light on the Hearst and Pulitzer newspaper empires, the growth of yellow
journalism, and numerous scandals of the period (including Lizzie Borden's murder
of her parents and the gruesome details of the Chicago meatpacking industry). It
also provides a fascinating look at the growth of the American Socialist Party, of
which Russell was an active member until he resigned when his pro-World War I
stance brought him into conflict with other members of the Party.

Yellow Kid
A History of News
“A taut, suspenseful, and complex murder mystery with gorgeous period
detail.”—Susan Elia MacNeal Through her exquisite prose, sharp observation and
deft plotting, Mariah Fredericks invites us into the heart of a changing New York in
her remarkable debut adult novel, A Death of No Importance. New York City, 1910.
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Invisible until she’s needed, Jane Prescott has perfected the art of serving as a
ladies’ maid to the city’s upper echelons. When she takes up a position with the
Benchley family, dismissed by the city’s elite as “new money”, Jane realizes that
while she may not have financial privilege, she has a power they do not—she
understands the rules of high society. The Benchleys cause further outrage when
their daughter Charlotte becomes engaged to notorious playboy Norrie, the son of
the eminent Newsome family. But when Norrie is found murdered at a party, Jane
discovers she is uniquely positioned—she’s a woman no one sees, but who
witnesses everything; who possesses no social power, but that of fierce
intellect—and therefore has the tools to solve his murder. There are many with
grudges to bear: from the family Norrie was supposed to marry into, to the
survivors of a tragic accident in a mine owned by the Newsomes, to the rising
anarchists who are sick of those born into wealth getting away with anything they
want. Jane also knows that in both high society and the city’s underbelly, morals
can become cheap in the wrong hands: scandal and violence simmer just beneath
the surface—and can break out at any time.

Probationary Officers Exam
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER WINNER OF THE 2019 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD
FOR NONFICTION A brilliant, haunting and unforgettable memoir from a stunning
new talent about the inexorable pull of home and family, set in a shotgun house in
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New Orleans East. In 1961, Sarah M. Broom’s mother Ivory Mae bought a shotgun
house in the then-promising neighborhood of New Orleans East and built her world
inside of it. It was the height of the Space Race and the neighborhood was home to
a major NASA plant—the postwar optimism seemed assured. Widowed, Ivory Mae
remarried Sarah’s father Simon Broom; their combined family would eventually
number twelve children. But after Simon died, six months after Sarah’s birth, the
Yellow House would become Ivory Mae’s thirteenth and most unruly child. A book
of great ambition, Sarah M. Broom’s The Yellow House tells a hundred years of her
family and their relationship to home in a neglected area of one of America’s most
mythologized cities. This is the story of a mother’s struggle against a house's
entropy, and that of a prodigal daughter who left home only to reckon with the pull
that home exerts, even after the Yellow House was wiped off the map after
Hurricane Katrina. The Yellow House expands the map of New Orleans to include
the stories of its lesser known natives, guided deftly by one of its native daughters,
to demonstrate how enduring drives of clan, pride, and familial love resist and defy
erasure. Located in the gap between the “Big Easy” of tourist guides and the New
Orleans in which Broom was raised, The Yellow House is a brilliant memoir of place,
class, race, the seeping rot of inequality, and the internalized shame that often
follows. It is a transformative, deeply moving story from an unparalleled new voice
of startling clarity, authority, and power.

The Yellow House
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For a century and a half, journalists made a good business out of selling the latest
news or selling ads next to that news. Now that news pours out of the Internet and
our mobile devices—fast, abundant, and mostly free—that era is ending. Our best
journalists, Mitchell Stephens argues, instead must offer original, challenging
perspectives—not just slightly more thorough accounts of widely reported events.
His book proposes a new standard: “wisdom journalism,” an amalgam of the more
rarified forms of reporting—exclusive, enterprising, investigative—and informed,
insightful, interpretive, explanatory, even opinionated takes on current events. This
book features an original, sometimes critical examination of contemporary
journalism, both on- and offline. And it finds inspiration for a more ambitious and
effective understanding of journalism in examples from twenty-first-century
articles and blogs, as well as in a selection of outstanding twentieth-century
journalism and Benjamin Franklin’s eighteenth-century writings. Most attempts to
deal with journalism’s current crisis emphasize technology. This book emphasizes
mindsets and the need to rethink what journalism has been and might become.

American Journalism
Named one of the ten best books of the year by the Chicago Tribune A Publishers
Weekly best book of 2019 | A 2019 NPR Staff Pick A pathbreaking history of the
United States’ overseas possessions and the true meaning of its empire We are
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familiar with maps that outline all fifty states. And we are also familiar with the
idea that the United States is an “empire,” exercising power around the world. But
what about the actual territories—the islands, atolls, and archipelagos—this
country has governed and inhabited? In How to Hide an Empire, Daniel Immerwahr
tells the fascinating story of the United States outside the United States. In
crackling, fast-paced prose, he reveals forgotten episodes that cast American
history in a new light. We travel to the Guano Islands, where prospectors collected
one of the nineteenth century’s most valuable commodities, and the Philippines,
site of the most destructive event on U.S. soil. In Puerto Rico, Immerwahr shows
how U.S. doctors conducted grisly experiments they would never have conducted
on the mainland and charts the emergence of independence fighters who would
shoot up the U.S. Congress. In the years after World War II, Immerwahr notes, the
United States moved away from colonialism. Instead, it put innovations in
electronics, transportation, and culture to use, devising a new sort of influence that
did not require the control of colonies. Rich with absorbing vignettes, full of
surprises, and driven by an original conception of what empire and globalization
mean today, How to Hide an Empire is a major and compulsively readable work of
history.

The New South
“I’ve been watching him, and I notice that when he wants cake, he wants cake;
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and he wants it now. And I notice that after a while he gets his cake.” –Senator
George Hearst, on his son, William Randolph Hearst A lively, unexpected and
impeccably researched piece of popular history, The Uncrowned King reveals how
an unheralded young newspaperman from San Francisco walked into the media
capital of the world and created the most successful daily of his time, pushing the
medium to an unprecedented level of excitement and influence, and leading
serious observers to wonder if newspapers might be “the greatest force in
civilization,” more powerful even than kings and popes and presidents.

The Influence of Sea Power Upon History, 1660-1783
"Most notable among Hearst's competitors was The World, owned and managed by
a Jewish immigrant named Joseph Pulitzer. In The Yellow Journalism, David R.
Spencer describes how the evolving culture of Victorian journalism was shaped by
the Yellow Press. He details how these two papers and others exploited scandal,
corruption, and crime among New York's most influential citizens and its most
desperate inhabitants - a policy that made this "journalism of action" remarkably
effective, not just as a commercial force but also as an advocate for the city's poor
and defenseless."--BOOK JACKET.

Lincoln and the Power of the Press
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The Inland Printer
This offers a detailed and long-awaited reassessment of one of the most maligned
periods in American journalism-the era of the yellow press. The study challenges
and dismantles several prominent myths about the genre, finding that the yellow
press did not foment-could not have fomented-the Spanish-American War in 1898,
contrary to the arguments of many media historians. The study presents extensive
evidence showing that the famous exchange of telegrams between the artist
Frederic Remington and newspaper publisher William Randolph Hearst-in which
Hearst is said to have vowed to "furnish the war" with Spain-almost certainly never
took place. The study also presents the results of a systematic content analysis of
seven leading U. S. newspapers at 10 year intervals throughout the 20th century
and finds that some distinguishing features of the yellow press live on in American
journalism.

Froth and Scum
Two notorious antebellum New York murder cases--a prostitute slashed in an
elegant brothel and a tradesman bludgeoned by the brother of inventor Samuel
Colt--set off journalistic scrambles over the meanings of truth, objectivity, and the
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duty of the press that reverberate to this day. In 1833 an entirely new kind of
newspaper--cheap, feisty, and politically independent--introduced American
readers to the novel concept of what has come to be called objectivity in news
coverage. The penny press was the first medium that claimed to present the true,
unbiased facts to a democratic audience. But in Froth and Scum, Andie Tucher
explores--and explodes--the notion that 'objective' reporting will discover a single,
definitive truth. As they do now, news stories of the time aroused strong feelings
about the possibility of justice, the privileges of power, and the nature of evil. The
prostitute's murder in 1836 sparked an impassioned public debate, but one
newspaper's 'impartial investigation' pleased the powerful by helping the killer go
free. Colt's 1841 murder of the tradesman inspired universal condemnation, but
the newspapers' singleminded focus on his conviction allowed another secret
criminal to escape. By examining media coverage of these two sensational
murders, Tucher reveals how a community's needs and anxieties can shape its
public truths. The manuscript of this book won the 1991 Allan Nevins Prize of the
Society of American Historians for the best-written dissertation in American history.
from the book Journalism is important. It catches events on the cusp between now
and then--events that still may be changing, developing, ripening. And while new
interpretations of the past can alter our understanding of lives once led, new
interpretations of the present can alter the course of our lives as we live them.
Understanding the news properly is important. The way a community receives the
news is profoundly influenced by who its members are, what they hope and fear
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and wish, and how they think about their fellow citizens. It is informed by some of
the most occult and abstract of human ideas, about truth, beauty, goodness, and
justice.

Around the World in Seventy-Two Days
The Yellow Journalism
Encyclopedia of Political Communication
The Jungle portrays the harsh conditions and exploited lives of immigrants in the
United States in Chicago and similar industrialized cities. The book depicts workingclass poverty, the lack of social supports, harsh and unpleasant living and working
conditions, and a hopelessness among many workers. The primary purpose of the
novel in describing the meat industry and its working conditions was to advance
socialism in the United States. The main character in the book, Jurgis Rudkus, a
Lithuanian immigrant, tries to make ends meet in Chicago. The book begins with
his wife Ona and his wedding feast. He and his family live near the stockyards and
meatpacking district where many immigrants, who do not know much English,
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work. He takes a job at Brown's slaughterhouse. Jurgis had thought the US would
offer more freedom, but he finds working-conditions harsh. He and his young wife
struggle to survive as they fall deeply into debt and become prey to con men.
Hoping to buy a house, they exhaust their savings on the down payment for a
substandard slum house, which they cannot afford. The family is eventually evicted
after their money is taken.

Work Smarter with Social Media
Information literacy is a key skill for all news consumers, and this Special Report
shows how librarians can make a difference by helping patrons identify
misinformation.

Words That Matter
Seminar paper from the year 2017 in the subject History - America, grade: 1,0,
course: American War Experience, language: English, abstract: This work examines
in how far yellow journalism served as a warmonger in the Spanish-American War.
It starts with an overview of yellow journalism and focuses on its origin, the rivalry
between the two most influential editors of that era, William Randolph Hearst and
Joseph Pulitzer. After that, the author describes the benefits of American military
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intervention in the conflict between Cuba and Spain. Then, events like the
explosion of the USS Maine and how they were presented to the American
population in the media, more specifically in the newspapers, are described. This
will lead to the penultimate part, in which the outbreak of the war is studied. To
conclude, the author sums up the impact of yellow journalism on the SpanishAmerican War in contrast to the other presented significant causes. We are now in
the 21st century and confronted with a wider variety of media than ever before
consisting not only of newspapers and radio, but also of television and the internet.
This increases the possibilities of shaping public opinion for the purpose of either
financial profit or political gain. In this context the term post-truth has emerged
and was even declared. Such a term could also have been used more than a
century ago in order to describe the phenomenon treated in this work: yellow
journalism. However, at that time, the only source of information for people to rely
on was the newspaper. Accordingly, its significance was even greater.

Daily Newspapers in the United States
When you combine the sheer scale and range of digital information now available
with a journalist’s "nose for news" and her ability to tell a compelling story, a new
world of possibility opens up. With The Data Journalism Handbook, you’ll explore
the potential, limits, and applied uses of this new and fascinating field. This
valuable handbook has attracted scores of contributors since the European
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Journalism Centre and the Open Knowledge Foundation launched the project at
MozFest 2011. Through a collection of tips and techniques from leading journalists,
professors, software developers, and data analysts, you’ll learn how data can be
either the source of data journalism or a tool with which the story is told—or both.
Examine the use of data journalism at the BBC, the Chicago Tribune, the Guardian,
and other news organizations Explore in-depth case studies on elections, riots,
school performance, and corruption Learn how to find data from the Web, through
freedom of information laws, and by "crowd sourcing" Extract information from raw
data with tips for working with numbers and statistics and using data visualization
Deliver data through infographics, news apps, open data platforms, and download
links

Imperial Hearst
List Pulitzer Prize winners in thirty-nine different categories, arranged
chronologically, with biographical and career information, selected works, other
awards, and a brief commentary, along with material on Pulitzer.

Beyond News
Examines Abraham Lincoln's relationship with the press, arguing that he used such
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intimidation and manipulation techniques as closing down dissenting newspapers,
pampering favoring newspaper men, and physically moving official telegraph lines.

The Data Journalism Handbook
A Death of No Importance
The Pen Is Mightier
The Yellow Kid
Behind the Times
The Year that Defined American Journalism explores the succession of remarkable
and decisive moments in American journalism during 1897 – a year of significant
transition that helped redefine the profession and shape its modern contours. This
defining year featured a momentous clash of paradigms pitting the activism of
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William Randolph Hearst's participatory 'journalism of action' against the detached,
fact-based antithesis of activist journalism, as represented by Adolph Ochs of the
New York Times, and an eccentric experiment in literary journalism pursued by
Lincoln Steffens at the New York Commercial-Advertiser. Resolution of the threesided clash of paradigms would take years and result ultimately in the ascendancy
of the Times' counter-activist model, which remains the defining standard for
mainstream American journalism. The Year That Defined American Journalism
introduces the year-study methodology to mass communications research and
enriches our understanding of a pivotal moment in media history.

The Year That Defined American Journalism
Building digital safety for journalism
"Around the World in Seventy-Two Days" by Nellie Bly. Published by Good Press.
Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From
well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet
undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read.
Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are
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user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.

Fake News and Alternative Facts
In order to improve global understanding of emerging safety threats linked to
digital developments, UNESCO commissioned this research within the
Organization's on-going efforts to implement the UN Inter-Agency Plan on the
Safety of Journalists and the Issue of Impunity, spearheaded by UNESCO. The UN
Plan was born in UNESCO's International Programme for the Development of
Communication (IPDC), which concentrates much of its work on promoting safety
for journalists.

The Newspaper and the Historian
Hearst’s journalistic ethics were probably never more clearly exposed than during
the national election campaign of 1936. It is true that eighty per cent of the
newspapers in the United States spread slanders and calumnies against the
President. But the Hearst organs pulled all the stops and thundered vilification with
all the resources at their command. The President was portrayed as a lunatic, a
wastrel arid a cartoonist’s version of a frothing Communist. Picture and text
described him and his advisers as dangerously radical, malicious and altogether
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feeble-minded. The Hearst press did not hesitate to attribute the source of
Roosevelt’s social legislation to Moscow. Nor did consistency deter Hearst from
charging plagiarism from Hitler and Mussolini. His newspapers shouted
denunciation and abuse. Sound familiar? This work is the only complete exposition
of the financial, political and social results of the career of William Randolph
Hearst.

The Jungle
News consumers made cynical by sensationalist banners--"AMERICA STRIKES
BACK," "THE TERROR OF ANTHRAX"--and lurid leads might be surprised to learn
that in 1690, the newspaper Publick Occurrences gossiped about the sexual
indiscretions of French royalty or seasoned the story of missing children by adding
that "barbarous Indians were lurking about" before the disappearance. Surprising,
too, might be the media's steady adherence to, if continual tugging at, its
philosophical and ethical moorings. These 39 essays, written and edited by the
nation's leading professors of journalism, cover the theory and practice of print,
radio, and TV news reporting. Politics and partisanship, press and the government,
gender and the press corps, presidential coverage, war reportage, technology and
news gathering, sensationalism: each subject is treated individually. Appropriate
for interested lay persons, students, professors and reporters. Instructors
considering this book for use in a course may request an examination copy here.
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The History of the Standard Oil Company
First there was the spoken word, the long-distance runner, and later the wall
posters of ancient Rome and China. Here is an investigation of the human need to
gather and spread news, proving that the hunger for news and sensationalism
wasn't born with modern technology.

The National Nurseryman
Yellow Journalism as a Warmonger in the Spanish-American
War
How the 2016 news media environment allowed Trump to win the presidency The
2016 presidential election campaign might have seemed to be all about one man.
He certainly did everything possible to reinforce that impression. But to an
unprecedented degree the campaign also was about the news media and its
relationships with the man who won and the woman he defeated. Words that
Matter assesses how the news media covered the extraordinary 2016 election and,
more important, what information—true, false, or somewhere in between—actually
helped voters make up their minds. Using journalists' real-time tweets and
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published news coverage of campaign events, along with Gallup polling data
measuring how voters perceived that reporting, the book traces the flow of
information from candidates and their campaigns to journalists and to the public.
The evidence uncovered shows how Donald Trump's victory, and Hillary Clinton's
loss, resulted in large part from how the news media responded to these two
unique candidates. Both candidates were unusual in their own ways, and thus
presented a long list of possible issues for the media to focus on. Which of these
many topics got communicated to voters made a big difference outcome. What
people heard about these two candidates during the campaign was quite different.
Coverage of Trump was scattered among many different issues, and while many of
those issues were negative, no single negative narrative came to dominate the
coverage of the man who would be elected the 45th president of the United States.
Clinton, by contrast, faced an almost unrelenting news media focus on one
negative issue—her alleged misuse of e-mails—that captured public attention in a
way that the more numerous questions about Trump did not. Some news media
coverage of the campaign was insightful and helpful to voters who really wanted
serious information to help them make the most important decision a democracy
offers. But this book also demonstrates how the modern media environment can
exacerbate the kind of pack journalism that leads some issues to dominate the
news while others of equal or greater importance get almost no attention, making
it hard for voters to make informed choices.
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